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Solo® 
Make space!

Smart Support

Download the Melitta® Companion® app to 
your smartphone. There you will find practical  
information and tutorials. Fast service is of 
course also available with the app.

A slim miracle
The Solo® is really slim - only 20cm wide! We don’t 
need more space than that for the high-quality  
Melitta® technology.

Highlights

Double Cup Mode 
It’s better together - the Double Cup Mode allows 
you to make two cups of espresso or café crème at 
the same time. It is of course also suitable for those 
who drink a lot of coffee.

Height adjustable coffee outlet
The outlet is height-adjustable up to 135 mm so that 
you can also use glasses or extra large mugs.
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Unique coffee enjoyment

Aroma-Extraction-System (A.E.S.)
More flavour with pre-brewing: The 
freshly ground coffee is moistened 
with water before the actual brewing 
process. As a result, the flavours dis-
solve better. 

Intuitive to use Easy to clean and to care for

Three grinder settings
Coffee just the way connoisseurs like 
it - freshly ground from whole beans.

2 varieties of coffee
Enjoy the two classics espresso and 
café crème.

LED symbol display
It goes without saying - the LED dis-
play with red symbols makes the using 
the fully automatic coffee machine 
simple and convenient.

Removable brewing unit
The complete brewing unit can 
be easily removed and is simple to 
clean. The interior of the machine is 
accessible and can be cleaned with-
out any problems.

One-Touch
What do you prefer? Café crème or 
espresso? These coffee varieties are 
pre-programmed and you can select 
them directly with just one touch.

Automatic cleaning and descaling 
programme
Communication is everything. Your 
fully automatic coffee machine in-
forms you on the display when it 
needs to be cleaned or descaled.Individual coffee preparation

Each coffee is unique. Use the but-
tons to select your preferred coffee 
strength. And with a single turn, you 
can also adjust the amount of coffee 
to suit the size of the cup.

On-off switch with 0 watt feature
Economical, but not forgetful. When 
the 0 watt switch is pressed, the Solo® 
disconnects from the mains. Your last 
settings will of course be retained. 
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User interface
Freely adjustable  
water quantity  
30-220 ml

Single-cup dispensing

2 cups at once  
(Double Cup mode)

3 settings for  
coffee strength

On/off switch  
(0 watt feature)

Symbol display 
with red LEDs
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• 3 settings for coffee strength 
• Conical steel grinder with 3 settings
• Freely adjustable water quantity 30-220 ml for small and large cups
• Chrome elements: coffee outlet, dial, on/off switch
• Removable water tank with 1.2 l capacity and automatic water level monitoring
• 1400 watts
•  Dimensions (W x H x D) 200 x 325 x 455 mm

Further product details

Solo® 

silver
Solo® 

black
Solo® 

Chili Red
Solo® 

Pure Black

Product name Type number GTIN 40.06508.

Solo® silver E 950-103 19597.8

Solo® black E 950-101 19434.6

Solo® Pure Black E 950-222 21016.9

Solo® Chili Red E 950-104 20549.3
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